In this paper, we describe an analysis of Apollo era lunar seismic data that places an upper limit on an isotropic stochastic gravitational-wave background integrated over a year in the frequency range 0.1 Hz -1 Hz. We find that because the Moon's ambient noise background is much quieter than that of the Earth, significant improvements over an Earth based analysis were made. We find an upper limit of Ω GW < 1.2 × 10 5 , which is three orders of magnitude smaller than a similar analysis of a global network of broadband seismometers on Earth and the best limits in this band to date. We also discuss the benefits of a potential Earth-Moon correlation search and compute the time-dependent overlap reduction function required for such an analysis. For this search, we find an upper limit an order of magnitude larger than the Moon-Moon search.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of astrophysical bodies, such as the Earth, Moon, Sun, and other stars, as detectors of GWs is well-motivated. Siegel and Roth [1] recently used high-precision radial velocity data for the Sun to place upperlimits on a stochastic gravitational-wave (GW) background in the millihertz band. We recently used data from a network of modern global broadband seismometers to set upper limits on a stochastic background of GWs in the 0.05-1 Hz frequency range, which bested previous limits by 9 orders of magnitude [2] . These studies complement GW detectors such as LIGO [3] and torsion-bar antennas [4] . There are currently few dedicated GW experiments in the frequency range 10 −4 Hz -10 Hz. In this band, compact binaries in their inspiral and merger phase are strong possibilities. Although interesting in their own right, these would be a foreground for the potential detection of primordial GWs. Although BICEP2's recent results [5] concerning the B-mode polarization of the CMB background was shown to be consistent with dust [6] , further work in this area is important as it would provide confirmation of the theory of inflation. AdEA2014Assuming a slow roll inflationary model, this signal would correspond to a GW energy density spectrum Ω GW ≈ 10 −15 in the 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz band. There are a number of GW experiments which could probe this background. Space-based GW detectors will target the frequency band 10 −4 Hz -1 Hz [7] . There are also concepts for a number of future low-frequency terrestial GW detectors with sensitivity goals better than 10 −19 / √ Hz in the 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz band [8] .
The currently valid upper limits are summarized in figure 1.
One of the lessons from the previous study was that a quieter seismic environment would increase the sensitivity of the analysis. Currently valid upper limits on GW energy density. These limits were set by correlating data from torsion-bar antennas [4] , Doppler-tracking measurements of the Cassini spacecraft [9] , monitoring Earth's free-surface response with seismometers [2] , measuring the normal modes of the Earth [10] and correlating data from the first-generation, large-scale GW detectors LIGO [11] .
of the Moon (for a review of the differences between the structures of the Earth, Moon, and Mars, please see [12] ).
The main sources of ambient noise on the Earth are active tectonics as well as ocean microseisms and atmospheric fluctuations. As the Moon has none of these, the ambient noise background is quite different. Instead, the Moon's seismic noise is predominantly due to tidal forces, thermal stresses, and impacts from asteroids [13] . Thermal stresses are due to energy from the Sun, and thus their amplitude is strongly correlated to the lunation period of 29.5 Earth days. They increase after the lunar sunrise and gradually decrease after the sunset.
More than 12,000 moonquake events have been discovered [14] . About 7,050 of these events have been positively identified as deep moonquakes, 1,743 are meteoroid impacts, 28 are shallow moonquakes, and there are some other events, such as thermal moonquakes and artificial impacts, and unclassified events. The deep moonquakes are believed to be caused by tidal forces between Earth and the Moon, unlike earthquakes, which are due to tectonic plate movement. The energy loss due to both the deep and shallow moonquake events has been analyzed [15] . Deep moonquakes release several orders of magnitude less energy than shallow moonquakes. The moonquakes were analyzed in detail in order to study the shallow seismic velocity structure under the seismometers [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . More recently, analyses of these data suggested a presence of a solid inner and fluid outer core, overlain by a partially molten boundary layer [21] . There are proposals to place a seismic array on the Moon to improve on these analyses [22] .
In this paper, we report on searches for an isotropic stochastic background using Apollo lunar seismometers from 1976. We perform two such analyses, a Moon-Moon correlation search and an Earth-Moon correlation search. The idea is to use the Moon and Earth as response bodies to GWs. We analyze data from a network of seismometers with near optimal search pipelines. For the Moon-Moon case, we find an upper limit approximately three orders of magnitude smaller than the previous best limits in the frequency range of interest. For the Earth-Moon case, the upper limit is approximately an order of magnitude larger. These are likely to remain the best limits in this frequency band until second-generation torsion bar antennas [23] . In section II, we outline the search pipeline. We describe the Moon-Moon analysis and results in section III. In section IV, we describe the time-dependent overlap reduction function for an Earth-Moon search and perform a similar analysis. We conclude with a discussion of topics for further study in section V.
II. FORMALISM
The response mechanism used here was first described by Dyson [24] . A rederivation in modern terms was presented in [2] . The idea is to measure displacement at the surface due to GWs, given byξ
where ξ( r , t) is ground displacement, e z the normal vector to the surface, and h( r , t) the spatial part of the GW strain tensor (i. e. a 3 × 3 matrix), β is the speed of shear waves, and α is the speed of compressional waves.
There are two calibration steps required to calibrate raw seismometer data into GW strain. The first is to calibrate raw data of seismometers into ground velocity. Apollo lunar data are sampled in displacement, and so a derivative is first taken to convert to On the left is the P-, S-wave velocity and density structure for the whole-Moon model displayed for the near-surface layers (0 km-50 km) [21] . On the right is the dispersion curve calculated using Geopsy's gplivemodel for this layered model.
velocity. The second is to calibrate from ground velocity into GW strain. From, Eq. (1), this requires calculation of β 2 /α. To do so, we use a combination of the Poisson's ratio ν and Rayleigh-wave velocities c R calculated from Weber's Lunar seismic speed model [21] .
Between 1 km -15 km, ν assumes values between 0.24 -0.27 calculated from the estimates of seismic speeds in each layer. The reason why we do not directly calculate the calibration factor from estimates of α, β is that these parameters vary with depths, and therefore one needs an effective value of β 2 /α characterizing the coupling to a surface source (the GW excitation) in a specific frequency range. The corresponding averaging over near surface layers is equivalent to calculating the Rayleigh-wave velocity as a function of frequency. The
Rayleigh-wave dispersion curve is obtained using Geopsy's gplivemodel [25] , which computes dispersion curves from a layered model, and is plotted on the right of As was argued in [2] , only a rough independent estimate of the Poisson's ratio is required to obtain the calibration factor since variations ∆ν of the Poisson's ratio are expected to be minor (as seems to be the case as well for the Moon given the range of values obtained from all Moon layers). Expanding the calibration term into linear order of the variation around a reference value of ν 0 = 0.27, one can estimate the systematic calibration error according to
Since the Rayleigh-wave speed varies with frequency, the calibration factor is a function of frequency. The gravitational-wave energy density spectrum is defined as
where the critical density of the universe is ρ c = 3H 2 0 /8πG. Expressing in terms of the one-sided power spectral density, S h (f ),
We use a cross-correlation method optimized for detecting an isotropic SGWB using pairs of detectors [26] . This method defines a cross-correlation estimator:
and its variance:
where δ T (f − f ) is the finite-time approximation to the Dirac delta function,s 1 ands 2
are Fourier transforms of time-series strain data from two seismometers, T is the coincident observation time, and P 1 and P 2 are one-sided strain power spectral densities from the two seismometers. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be enhanced by filtering the data [26, 27] .
The optimal filter spectrumQ 12 (f ) depends on the overlap-reduction function (ORF) γ 12 (f ) [28] , the noise spectral densities S 1 (f ), S 2 (f ) of the two seismometers, and also takes into account the relation between the GW spectral density and Ω GW :
where N is a normalization constant [29] . In this form, the filter is optimized for a frequency independent energy density Ω GW . The ORF incorporates the dependence of the optimal filter on the relative positions and alignments of detector pairs. Appendix A derives and gives an expression for the ORF in Eq. A5, where
where D is the distance between the seismometers, f is the GW frequency, c the speed of light. The angle δ denotes the relative orientation of two vertical sensors. In the Moon-Moon case, the distance depends on the location of the seismometers on the Moon
where R • is the Moon's radius, and ∆λ = λ 2 − λ 1 , ∆φ = φ 2 − φ 1 are the differences in latitude and longitude. The distance between a seismometer on Earth and on the Moon is well approximated by the distance between the centers of Earth and Moon, and so that distance is used in the analysis. The change in distance between the Earth and Moon as a function of time is predominantly due to the eccentricity of the Moon's orbit. It is calculated from an implementation of the method described in [30] . The relative orientation angle δ needs to be calculated as a function of time for the Moon-Earth analysis as outlined in section IV.
III. MOON-MOON CORRELATION
Long-period Apollo PSE ALSEP seismometers were run in two modes of data acquisition.
The "peak" mode has a peak sensitivity at about 0. This generates a small timing error and increases the correlation between stations with a 24 hour periodicity slightly. ALSEP seismometer data was also binned in 54 s records. Blocking For the analysis, we divide the strain time series data into 50% overlapping 100 s segments that are Hann-windowed. It is found that the seismometers show high seismic correlations due to transient events. These are likely predominantly due to moonquakes and asteroids hitting the Moon. For this reason, we remove the data surrounding all known moonquakes.
This removes about 13% of the original data and greatly reduces seismic correlation between stations. To minimize remaining correlations, we apply stationarity cuts to the data. We calculate the signal-to-noise ratio of each 100 s segment and find the signal-to-noise ratio threshold required to bring the point estimate to half of the sigma error bars. We then remove the segments with signal-to-noise ratios that exceed this limit. This removes about 1% of the data. Ultimately, these vetoes were exclusively related to strong events that contributed to the high-energy tail of the distribution.
The vetoed data are excluded from any of the presented results. As a first step, we give a simple characterization of the seismic data in terms of observed seismic spectra. Measuring a seismic spectrum every 128 s for each seismometer used in the analysis, and combining all these spectra into one histogram, one obtains the result shown in Fig. 3 . This demonstrates the sensitivity of the Lunar seismometers. One can see that the median of the spectra is well below the global new low-noise model [31] . This low-noise floor of the Earth's ambient noise determined the ultimate noise limit for the Earth analysis. This demonstrates the significant benefit of a lunar search.
To combine the measuredŶ for each of the seismometer pairs, we follow [26] and average results from detector pairs weighted by their variances. The optimal estimator is given bŷ
where l sums over detector pairs. The total variance, σ 2 tot , is
The resulting combined upper limit of a frequency-independent energy density using the three seismometer pairs, and integrating over frequencies between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz, including calibration errors is
We assumed a value H 0 = 67.8 km/s/Mpc of the Hubble constant [32] . Using S GW (f ) = 
IV. EARTH-MOON CORRELATION
In the analyses that have been performed thus far, first on the Earth and now with the Lunar seismometers, the relative orientation of the seismometers analyzed were in a constant orientation. These studies have benefited from the years of seismic data available, both from the vast seismic arrays on Earth as well as the Lunar seismic array. A short-coming of these analyses are the potential for residual seismic correlation due to seismic activity present at both seismometers.
A potential way around this is to correlate seismometers from the Moon and the Earth.
First, we calculate the relative orientation of seismometers on the Earth and the Moon, accounting for the rotation of the bodies. We will then use these orientations to calculate a time-dependent ORF using Eq. (A5). This calculation will be useful for any situation where detectors have a time-dependent orientation. We begin with the geometry shown in and define the coordinate system we will work in. A convenient coordinate system to work in is known as the EME2000 system, which is an Earth-centered frame. It defines its epoch to be January 1, 2000, 12 hours Terrestrial Time, which has a Julian Date of 2451545.0. Its z-axis is orthogonal to the Earth's mean equatorial plane at this epoch, the x-axis aligned with the mean vernal equinox, and the y-axis is orthogonal to both, rotated 90
• about the celestial equator. We denote the unit vectors along these coordinate axes byẑ,x, andŷ respectively. The orientation of the Moon as a function of time is well-known in this system, and therefore provides an ideal coordinate system on which to base these calculations. We make the approximation that the Earth rotation axis has changed negligably between 1970
and 2000, which is reasonable because the Earth's precession has a period of 26,000 years. We compute each seismometer location as the sum of two orthogonal vectors. For convenience, we will denote three dimensional rotations by R(θ, v), where θ is the angle of rotation and v is the vector being rotated around. We denote the longitudes of the Earth and Moon seismometers by φ E and φ M respectively, and the latitudes by λ E and λ M . We begin with the vectors for the Earth seismometer, v 1 and v 2 . The first vector, v 1 , is orthogonal to the Earth's equatorial plane. Because the coordinate system is fixed such that the equator is always in the x−y plane, this vector is a constant in the Z direction with a length of sin(λ E ).
The second vector, v 2 , points from the tip of v 1 to the seismometer. Because of the Earth's axial rotation, this vector is time-dependent and traces out a circle in the x − y plane, with a radius equal to cos(λ E ). The vector's angle in this plane can be computed as the sidereal time at the longitude of the seismometer, which corresponds to the seismometer's right ascension in this system. We denote this angle by α(φ E , t). Therefore, v 2 results from a rotation of a vector in the x-direction around the z-axis by this angle, R(α(φ E , t),ẑ).
We now perform the same calculation for the Lunar seismometer vectors, v 3 and v 4 . In this system, the axis orthogonal to the Moon's equator is slightly more complicated than that of the Earth. There are equations describing the right ascension, α M , and declination, δ M , of the Lunar pole as a function of time in the EME2000 coordinate system [33] . We denote the vector normal to the Moon's equator, computed from these coordinates using the usual spherical to Cartesian conversion, asẑ M (t). v 3 is then in the direction ofẑ M (t) with a length sin(λ M ). To calculate v 4 , we first compute the vector known as the IAU node, which is the vector orthogonal toẑ M and the z-axis,ẑ M (t) ×ẑ. There are also equations describing the angle W (t) between the prime meridian of the Moon and the IAU node vector [33] . We use the code in [34] , which provides α M , δ M , and W, to compute these quantities.
To account for the difference between the prime meridian and the longitude, we add the Lunar seismometer's longitude to W (t). v 4 is then computed by rotating the IAU node by this angle, R(W (t) + φ M ,ẑ M (t)). It has a length of cos(λ M ).
We can now succinctly summarize the computation of the four vectors in equation form:
where the Moon rotation axis vector is given in terms of the time-dependent right-ascension and declination angles according tô
We now have the required quantities to calculate the angle δ in Eq. We perform an analysis as described above using the Lunar seismic array and seismometers on Earth. The Earth seismometers used are Geotech KS-36000 Borehole seismometers located in Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA (ANMO), Guam, Marianas Islands (GUMO),
and Mashhad, Iran (MAIO). To calibrate these data, we convert from displacement to velocity by first taking a derivative. Following [2] , we use a global phase velocity map of c R to calculate β 2 /α for the Earth seismometers [35] . We perform the analysis on the coincident data from 1976 for all nine possible pairs, which yields the following upper limits for all pairs and the single best pair:
Although this is an order of magnitude higher than that obtained for the Moon-Moon analysis, it is in some sense a more robust upper limit since correlation between seismometers can only exist due to a GW signal.
V. CONCLUSION
The results presented in this paper using the Apollo Lunar seismometers are likely the best upper limits that can currently be achieved with seismometers in the frequency range 0.1 Hz -1 Hz. As the Moon has the lowest ambient seismic noise currently measured, future improvements on this upper limit using seismic measurements should not be expected.
For this reason, these constraints are likely to remain the best in this frequency band until second-generation torsion bar antennas [23] . Unlike indirect limits that exist on cosmological backgrounds, our method directly constrains the astrophysical and cosmological components There are proposals to create a network of lunar geophysical stations, such as SELENE2 [36] , and the development of a network of broadband seismometers on the surface of the Moon [37] . These are in conjunction with space missions being planned to create a lunar station as well as to do fundamental science, including constructing a theory of the formation of the Earth, and its initial state and evolution. The overlap reduction function (ORF) can be calculated using the results published in [26] . The main calculation is summarized here also to emphasize that the solution presented in [2] is not fully general as implied in their paper. It is an accurate approximation to the fully general ORF in the case of antipodal seismometer pairs. In the following, we outline the calculation of the fully general solution. The goal is to calculate the correlation of GW signals between two seismometers measured according to Eq. (1). The method is to express this correlation for GWs incident from a specific direction and with specific polarization, and then to average the expression over propagation directions and wave polarizations.
Without applying further weights, this yields the overlap-reduction function relevant to an isotropic, stochastic GW background. We will provide an explicit solution for the case of two seismometers on the Moon (or Earth). This however can not be applied to the Moon-Earth analysis, since the explicit solution is only for the specific geometry of two seismometers on the same sphere. Generalized expressions of the results in [26] have to be employed for the Moon-Earth correlations.
We start with the Moon-Moon correlation. In a Moon-centered spherical coordinate system, the spatial components of the strain tensor for the two polarizations of a GW can be written as
whereθ,φ are the unit normal vectors of the two angular coordinate axes. There are various ways to average over polarizations. One can either introduce a polarization angle that mixes these two elementary polarizations and average over it, or one can follow the usual recipe to calculate the correlation between the two detector signals for each polarization, and then add the terms (different polarizations are mutually uncorrelated). Following the last method, the ORF for a seismometer pair can be written as
The normalization factor is chosen such that the ORF for two collocated seismometers is equal to 1. The unit vectorsẑ 1 ,ẑ 2 denote the surface normals at the two seismometer locations, and ∆ r is the separation vector between the two seismometers. The simplest way to calculate the integrals is to choose ∆ r as the z-axis of the spherical coordinate system so thatk
The integrals are easy to carry out now, and the remaining problem is to transform the result into an elegant form in terms of the angle δ subtended by the great circle connecting the two seismometers. Substituting Moon coordinates for the two unit vectorsẑ 1 ,ẑ 2 , one has to keep in mind that the z-axis was chosen to lie in the direction of the separation line. Therefore, to derive the final result in an elegant way one needs to choose Moon coordinates of the two seismometers such that this condition is fulfilled. This means that the two longitudes have to be the same, and the two latitudes have opposite sign. Inserting these angles into the Moon-coordinate expressions ofẑ 1 ,ẑ 2 , and with δ being the difference between the two 
It can be verified that for δ ≈ π, i. e. near antipodal seismometers, the ORF is well approximated by the expression given in [2] , and the result here is identical to the expression one obtains applying the equations of [26] to a seismometer pair. An example of the ORF is plotted in Fig. 7 for two Moon seismometers separated by δ = 0.4 rad. Due to the small size of the Moon with respect to the length of a GW, the correlation between the two seismometers is constantly high up to about 10 Hz. Above 10 Hz, we can see the typical oscillations produced by the spherical Bessel functions.
An explicit expression of the correlation between Moon and Earth seismometers will not be given here, but instead, we will use a generalized form of Eq. (3.42) in [26] . Their result can be expressed in terms of the surface normal vectors e 
